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D E S I G N  O R I G I N S
We live in the center of the Aegean ;  we grew up near 
the sea, and under the sun. And that's what we are 
trying to pass through our design process. From the 
names of the sunglasses, to their designs, the graphic 
creations and their photographies, we are trying to 
give the feeling of the place we live .  From images of 
Ermoupoli's houses, fields under the sun at the villages 
of Syros, everything relates to the bright blue color of 
the sea  and the bright light of the Aegean sea, 
reminding us its islands. Lines and forms on the frame 
of our sunglasses that remind the waves of  the sea, the 
boles of pine trees, the flow of the sand in the golden 
beaches  of the Mediterranean  and the essence of the 
cool summer night breeze.

W H Y  Z Y L O  ?
Our first concern is the quality of our material. We  choose 
carefully the lumber we use and we refine it by hand. Of course, 
our final outcome will be able to accompany its user for a long 
time. With this having in mind, our lenses offer 100% UVA/UVB 
sun protection .  An important feature that we managed to 
incorporate to our designs is that our lenses are replaceable and 
can wear any type of lenses the user desires.

Our frames have a perfect fitting.
Focusing on human centered design, we are trying to make our 
sunglasses as relaxing and distinctive as possible.

W H Y  W O O D  ?
Wood is alive, smells ,  breathes and ages with you.
Wood is warm.
Wood makes each pair unique .
Wood is surprisingly light .
Wood helps tackle climate change .
Wood has real and measurable health and wellbeing benefits.
Wood is naturally beautiful  and aesthetically pleasing.

W H Y  B E E S W A X  a n d  O L I V E  O I L  ?
We believe that wood is alive, it l ives with us and changes over 
time. We choose not to use chemical products  in the final stage 
of the process.
As a result, we compound ourselves a salve made of white 
beeswax and pure olive oil .  A simple, pure and natural mix that 
embraces the frame,
keeping it merely water proof, while it emphasizes the natural 
colors of the wood by contrasting its grain, and creates a smooth 
and satin surface.



SS 2017
A COLLECTION OF COLOR & TRENDS





GROUPER
A fresh and original design. This model the 
perfect accessory for any outfit.

Lens Height

Sizes

Temple

Front

Lens Width

Bridge

150 mm

140 mm

22 mm

53 mm

43 mm

GROUPER in Blue | GRBLU1701
wearing  grey lenses

GROUPER in Black | GRBLS1702
wearing  silver mirror lenses

GROUPER in Brown | GRBRB1703
wearing  graduated brown lenses



WAVE
A fresh and original design. The sleek and 
uniquely bold rims make this model the 
perfect accessory for any outfit.

Lens Height

Sizes

Temple

Front

Lens Width

Bridge

150 mm

145 mm

24mm

53 mm

43 mm

WAVE in Black | WABLG1704
wearing  grey lenses

WAVE in Blue | WABUG1705
wearing  graduated grey  lenses





AMBER
A design that blends vintage elegance with 
a modern look, adding a bit of spice to your 
style.

Lens Height

Sizes

Temple

Front

Lens Width

Bridge

145 mm

140 mm

24mm

50 mm

45 mm

AMBER in Black | AMBLG1711
wearing  gold mirror lenses

AMBER in ROOT | AMROO1712
wearing  green lenses



FELINE in White | FEWHG1710 
wearing  gold mirror  lenses

FELINE
A lavish and winding design with a dash of 
eloquence. The superb and classic oversize 
frame is a signature of extravagance.

Lens Height

Sizes

Temple

Front

Lens Width

Bridge

145 mm

140 mm

22mm

53 mm

45 mm

FELINE in Black | FEDOG1709
wearing  graduated grey lenses





Lens Height

OSCAR
A unique touch of style in the refined bridge 
and elegant shape of the lenses. It is an 
androgynous, elaborate design for women 
and men with a unique sense of style.

Sizes

Temple

Front

Lens Width

Bridge

145 mm

140 mm

22mm

48 mm

43 mm

OSCAR in Black | OSBLG1706
wearing  grey lenses

OSCAR in Blue  | OSBBE1707
wearing  graduated grey lenses

OSCAR  in White | OSWHG1708
wearing  gold mirror lenses



Live in the sunshine, swim the sea, drink the wild air.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON

zyloeyewear.com

Petrou Kountouri | Syros 84100 Greece
t. 0030 22810 77070

sales@zyloeyewear.com
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